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Amend the Constitution to Abolish the Electoral College System

1951

abolish criminology presents critical scholarship on criminology and criminal justice ideologies and practices alongside

emerging freedom driven visions and practices for new world formations the book introduces readers to a detailed history and

analysis of crime as a concept and its colonizing trajectories into existence and enforcement these significant contexts buried

within peculiar academic histories and classroom practices are often overlooked or unknown outside academic and public

discussions causing the impact of racializing gendering sexualizing histories to extend and grow through criminology s

creation of crime extending how the concept is weaponized and enforced through the criminal legal system it offers written

visual and poetic teachings from the perspectives of students professors imprisoned and formerly imprisoned persons and

artists this allows readers to engage in multi sensory inter disciplinary and multi perspective teachings on criminology s often

discussed but seldom interrogated mythologies on violence and danger and their wide reaching enforcements through the

criminal legal system s research theories agencies and dominant cultures abolish criminology serves the needs of

undergraduate and graduate students and educators in the social sciences arts and humanities it will also appeal to scholars

researchers policy makers activists community organizers social movement builders and various reading groups in the

general public who are grappling with increased critical public discourse on policing and criminal legal reform or abolition

Amend the Constitution to Abolish the Electoral College System

1951

abolish social work as we know it responds to the timely and important call for police abolition by analyzing professional

social work as one alternative commonly proposed as a ready made solution to ending police brutality drawing on both

historical analysis and lessons learned from decades of organizing abolitionist and decolonizing practices within the field and

practice of social work including social service community organizing and other helping fields this book is an important

contribution in the discussion of what abolitionist social work could look like this edited volume brings together predominantly

bipoc and queer trans social work survivors community based activists educators and frontline social workers to propose both

an abolitionist framework for social work practice and a transformative framework that calls for the dissolution and

restructuring of social work as a profession rejecting the practices and values encapsulated by professional social work as

embedded in carceral and colonial systems abolish social work as we know it moves us towards a social work framework

guided by principles of mutual aid accountability and relationality led by indigenous black queer trans racialized immigrant

disabled poor and other communities for whom social work has inserted itself into their lives

Abolish Criminology

2023-08-25

the past half century has produced a mass of information regarding slave resistance ranging from individual acts of

disobedience to massive uprisings many of these acts of rebellion have been studied extensively yet the ultimate goals of the

insurgents remain open for discussion recently several historians have suggested that slaves achieved their own freedom by



resisting slavery which counters the predominant argument that abolitionist pressure groups parliamentarians and the

governmental and anti governmental armies of the various slaveholding empires were the prime movers behind emancipation

marques one of the leading historians of slavery and abolition argues that in most cases it is impossible to establish a direct

relation between slaves uprisings and the emancipation laws that would be approved in the western countries following this

presentation his arguments are taken up by a dozen of the most outstanding historians in this field in a concluding chapter

marques responds briefly to their comments and evaluates the degree to which they challenge or enhance his view

Let's Abolish Government

2008

this book contains interviews conducted over more than a decade with experts of all descriptions including daniel ellsberg

seymour hersh gar alperovitz hans kristensen gordon prather joe cirincione and more about the threat of nuclear war between

major and minor powers the nuclear arms industrial complex the nuclear programs and weapons of the so called rogue states

of iraq iran syria israel and north korea the bitter truths and eternal lessons of america s nuclear bombing of japan in world

war ii and the dedicated activists working to abolish the bomb for all time

Abolish Social Work (As We Know It)

2021-01-01

former insider turned critic wendy liu busts the myths of the tech industry and offers a galvanising argument for why and how

we must reclaim technology s potential for the public good former insider turned critic wendy liu busts the myths of the tech

industry and offers a galvanising argument for why and how we must reclaim technology s potential for the public good lucid

probing and urgent wendy liu manages to be both optimistic about the emancipatory potential of tech and scathing about the

industry that has harnessed it for bleak and self serving ends naomi klein author of on fire the burning case for a green new

deal an inspiring memoir manifesto technologists all over the world are realizing that no amount of code can substitute for

political engagement liu s memoir is a road map for that journey of realization cory doctorow author of radicalized and little

brother innovation meritocracy the possibility of overnight success what s not to love about silicon valley these days it s hard

to be unambiguously optimistic about the growth at all costs ethos of the tech industry public opinion is souring in the wake of

revelations about cambridge analytica theranos and the workplace conditions of amazon workers or uber drivers it s

becoming clear that the tech industry s promised innovation is neither sustainable nor always desirable abolish silicon valley

is both a heartfelt personal story about the wasteful inequality of silicon valley and a rallying call to engage in the radical

politics needed to upend the status quo going beyond the idiosyncrasies of the individual founders and companies that

characterise the industry today wendy liu delves into the structural factors of the economy that gave rise to silicon valley as

we know it ultimately she proposes a more radical way of developing technology where innovation is conducted for the

benefit of society at large and not just to enrich a select few



Who Abolished Slavery?

1948

we live in a culture of credit as wages have stagnated we ve seen a dramatic surge in private borrowing across the western

world increasing numbers of households are sucked into a hopeless vortex of spiralling debt fuelled by exploitative lending in

this book johnna montgomerie argues that the situation is chronically dysfunctional both individually and collectively she

shows that abolishing household debts can put an end to austerity and to the unsustainable forward march of debt dependent

growth she combines astute economic analysis with the elements of an accessible guide to practical policy solutions such as

extending unconventional monetary policy to the household sector providing pragmatic and affordable refinancing options and

writing off the most pernicious elements of household debt this framework she contends can help us to make our economy

fairer and to tackle both the housing crisis and accelerating inequality

To Abolish the Jackson Hole National Monument, Wyo

1948

one of the most controversial subjects in criminal law is whether or not we should continue to use capital punishment as the

ultimate punitive sanction the intended focus of the problem with capital punishment and why it should be abolished in

america is to take a harsh critical look at theories in support of the use of this form of punishment and expose the truth about

capital punishment it is extremely costly it is arbitrarily applied there have been too many innocent persons exonerated from

death row and the only consistency with execution seems to be that of the mentally ill the poor and those without adequate

legal representation and by using methods that are inhumane and cruel and unusual this book shows that our current system

of capital punishment is fraught with error insanely expensive and administered in such a manner that the possibility of

executing a completely innocent person is not only possible but likely if we continue upon our present course after reading

this book the reader will be left with no reasonable doubt that the time has come to abolish capital punishment in america

To Abolish the Jackson Hole National Monument, Wyo., Hearings Before the

Subcommittee on Public Lands of .... 80-1, on H.R. 1330 ..., April 14, 15, 16, 17

, 18, 1947

1890

ronald reagan s strategic defense initiative sdi has puzzled scholars and commentators some have claimed that it was a

purely political maneuver while others have explained it as a ruse conjured up by presidential advisers to weaken soviet

resolve these assumptions however fail to acknowledge the depth of reagan s involvement in nuclear abolition and how

passionately committed reagan was to the pursuit of this goal in ronald reagan and his quest to abolish nuclear weapons paul

lettow renders untenable the persistent belief that reagan was an ideologically shallow figurehead reagan s wish to ban

nuclear armament first came to light in 1945 just months after the hiroshima and nagasaki bombings while sidestepping

political partisanship lettow demonstrates that scholars and historians have largely neglected to assess properly the influence



of reagan s ideal and how it led to one of the most important if the least understood of reagan s accomplishments in a

narrative that covers the start of reagan s presidency and the 1986 reykjavík summit between reagan and soviet leader

mikhail gorbachev during which sdi was a defining issue we see sdi for what it was a full on assault against nuclear weapons

waged as much through policy as through ideology while cabinet members and advisers secretary of state george shultz and

defense secretary caspar weinberger among them played significant roles it was ronald reagan himself who presided over

every element large and small of this paradigm shift in u s diplomacy lettow conducted interviews with former reagan officials

four of his six national security advisers both of his ambassadors to the ussr and both of his defense secretaries he also

draws upon the vast body of declassified security documents from the reagan presidency much of what he quotes from these

documents appears publicly here for the first time the result is the first major work to apply such evidence to the study of sdi

and superpower diplomacy in ronald reagan and his quest to abolish nuclear weapons paul lettow does not simply add

nuance to the existing record he revises our very understanding of the reagan presidency

Report of the Commissioner of Education to the Governor

2022-07-09

a veritable globalization for dummies 10 reasons to abolish the imf world banklays bare the most common myths of

globalization in a clear and understandable way looking with hope to grassroots movement building on a global scale danaher

presents ten arguments for abolishing the imf and world bank and replacing them with democratic institutions that would

make the global economy more accountable to an informed and active citizenry conceived as an effort to educate the public

about how international institutions of free trade are widening the gap between the rich and poor globally danaher reveals

how the lending policies of the imf and the world bank fail to benefit third world peoples and instead line the pockets of

undemocratic rulers and western corporations while threatening local democracies and forcing cuts to social programs

through anecdotes analysis and innovative ideas danaher argues that the imf and the world bank undermine our most basic

democratic values and calls for reframing the terms on which international economic institutions are operated using the

principles of environmental sustainability social justice and human rights

Hotter Than the Sun: Time to Abolish Nuclear Weapons

2020-04-14

does the new covenant negate god s law and do away with any need to obey the ten commandments and other laws of god

the belief that it does has long been a popular teaching in traditional christianity inside this bible study aid how can we obey

god s commandments did the ten commandments exist before moses god s law is it a burden or a blessing what was the

main weakness of the sinai covenant how god balances justice with mercy the ten commandments keys in a law of love

grace and law why are they inseparable galatians 4 9 10 are god s laws bondage the holy spirit god s promise of his divine

help does romans 14 abolish laws on unclean meats did paul tell the romans one thing and the corinthians the opposite what

was wiped out by jesus christ s death colossians 2 16 17 are god s laws obsolete confusion over legalism what it is and isn t

jesus teaching on god s law did paul s words to the galatians contradict his actions



Abolish Silicon Valley

1977

this article is an argument against the us electoral college as a concept it looks at the policies and failures of the five electoral

college elected presidents three of them in the 19th century and the other two in the 21st century it explores the electoral

college s modus operandi and its hindrance to american democracy to deduct its irrelevance mr dufour looks at people s

expectations from democracy in the 21st century as well as the meaning of american democracy which is linked to the

american dream to infer the polite fiction nature of the electoral college the merit of the article lies within the facts it explores

and considers as irrefutable evidence against any kind of compatibility between the electoral college and progressivism

Abolish USPS Board of Governors and Require Presidential Appointment of

Postmaster General with Senate Confirmation

1956

a forum for those researchers educators engineers and government officials involved in the general areas of materials

mechatronics and automation and sensors was provided by this collection of peer reviewed papers the resultant

dissemination of the latest research results and the exchanges of views concerning the future research directions to be taken

by these fields makes the work of immense value to all those having an interest in the topics covered volume is indexed by

thomson reuters cpci s wos the more than 387 papers are grouped into chapter 1 intelligent mechatronics robotics

biomimetics automation chapter 2 materials mechatronics and automation chapter 3 industrial automation and manufacturing

process

To Abolish Forced Labor Through ILO.

2019-05-07

Should We Abolish Household Debts?

2023-11-06

The Problem with Capital Punishment and Why It Should Be Abolished in America

1889

Manual of School Laws

2005-02-01



Ronald Reagan and His Quest to Abolish Nuclear Weapons

2011-01-04

10 Reasons to Abolish the IMF & World Bank

2010-12-14

The New Covenant: Does It Abolish God's Law?

1973

Report on a Proposal to Abolish Certain Regional Offices and to Consolidate and

Change Regional Boundaries of the Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture

1975

Abolish the Airlines' Mutual Aid Pact Agreement

1879

A General Treatise on Pleading and Practice in Civil Proceedings at Law and in

Equity Under the Code System

2017-12-04

Is The US Electoral College A Polite Fiction That Should Be Abolished?

1843

Speech ... on Moving for Leave to Bring in a Bill "To Abolish Certain Oaths and

Subscriptions in the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge," Etc

1976



Abolish the Postal Rate Commission and Index Postal Rate Increases with the

Consumer Price Index

1882

The Public Statutes of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Enacted Nov. 19,

1881

1983

Administration's Proposal to Abolish the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms

1970

To Abolish the Death Penalty

1970

To Abolish the Death Penalty

1921

Amendment to Abolish Office of Controller of the Currency, Etc

1876

Acts and Laws Passed by the Legislature

1887

Joint Documents of the State of Michigan

1887



Proceedings of the ... Annual Congress of Correction of the American Correctional

Association

1932

To Abolish the Federal Farm Board and Secure to the Farmer Cost of Production

1932

To Abolish the Federal Farm Board and Secure to the Farmer Cost of Production

1888

Report[s] of the Royal Commission Appointed to Inquire Into the Working of the

Elementary Education Acts, England and Wales [with Evidence, Etc.] ...

1876

Report of the State Commissioner of Education of the State of Maine for the School

Biennium Ending ...

2011-02-21

Materials, Mechatronics and Automation

1876

Education in Maine

1943
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